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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Bar soap dominates the bath and shower product area
Hand sanitisers emerge as a prominent category
Multinationals still dominate
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Volume growth muted by soaring inflation
Social media increasingly important
Local brands have significant foothold

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

The growing importance of digital influencers and social media marketing
Clean movement gathers momentum
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Deodorants sprays the most popular format
With a wide range of popular brands, Unilever maintains dominance in deodorants
Rise of local brand Bold
PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Expansion of product awareness and leveraging celebrity endorsements
Potential for growth in premium deodorants with natural positioning
Innovation in product formats
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Preference for bleaches and cream-based hair removers
Dominance of Veet and Anne French
Market dynamics of razors

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Rosy outlook over forecast period
Women’s razors and blades to grow as the taboo around usage weakens
Strong marketing to push awareness and use
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Economic challenges and recovery
Rise of indigenous fragrances
Celebrity fragrance ventures

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Expanding product diversity to meet consumer preferences
Tapping into growth opportunities in premium fragrances
Exploring diversified distribution channels
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Affordable product preferences shaping dynamics in hair care
Multinational players continue to dominate in 2023
Preference for natural and healthier ingredients

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Moderate growth outlook over forecast period
Rising demand for specialised hair care solutions and salon professional hair care
Investment in clean and sustainable formulations
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Fragrances lead growth in men's grooming in 2023
Rising popularity of electric shavers: Redefining grooming habits
Enjoying brand loyalty, Procter & Gamble maintains leading position in 2023

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Expanding market horizons: Catering to diverse consumer groups
Specialisation and segmentation: Meeting evolving consumer preferences
Digital expansion and e-commerce: Seizing online opportunities
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Expanding oral hygiene awareness: Driving volume growth
Rise of power toothbrushes: Niche segment development
Leadership and innovation: Colgate and Sensodyne dominance

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
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Emerging trends and opportunities for innovation
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Skin Care in Pakistan

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Increasing female workforce participation
Negligible demand for firming body care and acne treatment products
Emerging local brands and changing dynamics in the competitive landscape

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Healthy growth over the forecast period
Rise of clean and natural ingredients
Shift towards multi-benefit products
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**Sun Care in Pakistan**

**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**

Consumer awareness supports demand for sun care products
Innovative formulations and product preferences
Enjoying strong brand loyalty and wide availability, Pond’s maintains a dominant position in sun care

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**

Healthy growth over forecast period
Focus on education on the risks of exposure to the sun stimulate demand
Collaboration with healthcare professionals
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**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**

Rising consumer spending on premium beauty
KIKO Milano launches in Pakistan
Competitive landscape and new product development

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**

Continued premiumisation
Omni-channel distribution strategies
Focus on wellness and self-care
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**Mass Beauty and Personal Care in Pakistan**

**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**

Emphasis on value and affordability
Demand for functional convenience
Continued innovation and competition

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Focus on health and hygiene
Digital transformation and e-commerce expansion
Sustainability and ethical consumerism
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